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Buying a cheap microscope for home use
To buy old 20th century lab microscopes and specimen slides for home use by adults and
older teenagers try eBay. Investigate the microscope brand (e.g. Watson, Baker, Leitz,
Vickers, Prior, Philip Harris, Bausch & Lomb, but not toy brands like Tasco) and s/h
condition before buying. Avoid cheap 'student' or toy microscopes. There are also small
UK companies specialising in repair, new and reconditioned second hand microscopes, e.g.
J. B. Microscopes1.
The microscope on the left below is a 1913 Philip Harris model and although it’s useable
for viewing specimens it’s more a collector’s display item, as are Victorian instruments.
More modern lab microscopes (1930s onwards), like the post-war C. Baker of London one
shown on the right, are more practical for home use and may include high power 100x
objectives. Post 1920s microscopes will have things like par-focal objectives, i.e. the
sample stays in focus as you change magnification.

Although microscopes age well, being solidly made of metal/glass, internal dust and
mould can kill them off, so look out for ones that look clean, undamaged and are still stored
in their box or were kept covered.
1

Commercial websites mentioned are just typical examples, I don’t endorse any particular company, although
I’ll only mention ones that appear decent. For eBay items check that all important sellers feedback rating, and
if in doubt just ask the eBay seller. The views expressed here are my personal ones, reflecting my role as a
UK STEM Ambassador, and are not those of my employer.
Note that the above image of polyester fibres (sewing thread) is all in focus – this is because it was created
from a series of semi-blurred photos captured by moving the microscope focus slowly down the 3D object. I
used expensive professional PC software to combine these into a single fully focussed image, but you buy
cheaper versions: e.g. Brunel microscopes ‘Fine Focus’ software.
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Microscopes for Children
For youngsters a cheaper 4x to 32x stereo 'dissection' microscope may be a better choice as
it can enlarge living insects and pond life - but don't forget the simple magnifying
glass. Apparently younger children aren’t so good at using microscopes with twin
eyepieces (giving a stereo 3D effect), as the eyepieces are set too far apart, so for primary
school ‘dissecting’ microscopes with a single mono eyepiece are also sold (below left).
Further details can be found in the section ‘Advice for Primary School teachers’ (Buying
for schools). Youngsters can also have real problems finding the focus point, and will
initially need one-to-one adult help getting started.

A traditional compound microscope, above right, is only suitable for viewing flat
specimens on glass slides, which with few specimens to view may become boring
for younger children. As well as sand, cotton fibre, animal hair, plant and insect specimens
also try growing micro-crystals, e.g. a drop of warm saturated NaCl salt or copper sulphate
solution on a glass slide.
The above microscopes cannot take photos. You can buy cheap USB2 video cameras to fit
into the eyepiece slot and capture images onto a PC via dedicated ‘image acquisition’
software (supplied with the camera). It’s also very easy to use a compact digital camera
held against the eye-piece to photograph the view down the microscope and there are
digital microscopes available – see the next sections.
If you want to buy a microscope for you or your children to use at home, search out further
advice from on-line sites such as Microscopy-uk.org.uk, Microscope Master.com,
Microscopes.org and the Royal Microscopy Society.
Also search for on-line retailers geared up to supply schools and hobbyists, e.g. Brunel
Microscopes, Apex Microscopes, and GX Optical in the UK, for both new microscopes and
specimens. I've found their help lines very useful for general advice of this sort . Although
I've used them for teenage secondary school-kids who want decent microscopes at home,
and they will be clued up to Primary/Elementary school needs (although they will probably
want to sell you a budget microscope not a decent magnifying glass). Professional
microscopists wouldn't tolerate the kit schools use and so often can't offer that much useful
advice on particular models suitable for children (a typical research microscope costs
£50,000+ these days).
3

Using a digital camera to take photos down a microscope
You can simply hold a compact camera close to the eyepiece on a basic microscope and
take an excellent still photo that way. Just use the camera normally and hold it steady by
hand next the eye-piece. It should focus lock with the microscope view shown on the
camera’s LCD screen – younger kids will need adult help doing this and this technique is
more suitable for older preteens [11+], teenagers and adults.

All the above pictures were taken with an old 3.3MP Coolpix 995 camera held by hand
against the compound microscopes eyepiece – no cropping applied. The captured image is
very dependent on the camera lens, so try a few other compact camera models if the results
aren’t so good.
For low magnifications, the cameras internal macro zoom will fine, with no microscope
needed. A small desk lamp to provide extra light on the sample can help a lot. You might
also benefit from using a small camera tripod and then using the cameras shutter delay
timer to avoid camera shake.
For taking enlargement photos, as well as a digital camera's in-built macro zoom, try out
a home flatbed document scanner (not the LiDe type) that can also magnify small static
objects quite well. See the section “Alternative ways to magnify a specimen”.
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The Digital Blue QX-5 microscope

Based on the even lower resolution cheap Intel QX-3 video microscope from 1990, the
upgraded Digital Blue QX-5 boasted a resolution of 640x480 pixels, although it could
magnify up to a fuzzy 200x. Costing £60 in its day (2005), it’s now obsolete but is typical
of cheap educational/toy video microscopes that are fun to use – although don’t expect
detailed photos, as capturing high quality images from specimens down a microscope can
cost serious money2. Adults tended to be far more critical of the QX-5s low video
resolution than 5 to 10 year old kids.
The latest version, the Digital Blue QX-7 was released in 2013 and has1280x1024
resolution, glass not plastic lenses, but sadly the better software support for Windows and
Mac OSX hasn’t materialised yet so it’s best avoided. An alternative video microscope is
the hand/stand held Dino-Lite range starting from £100, and similar lower spec devices
starting from £50, such as the Veho VMS-004.
Other ‘cheap’ video microscopes include the £100 Apex Minigrab camera which can fit
into the eyepiece of cheap microscopes, e.g. Apex ones, to take photos. Apex and others
also offer attachments so that you can cheaply use your own camera with the microscope.
2

A typical Microscopy Core research microscope costs around £50,000 including cameras, and more
advanced versions, such as laser scanning confocal microscopes are nearer £250,000.
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Alternative ways to magnify a specimen
Don’t forget the digital camera’s macro enlargement feature. These photos were taken
using a schools Digital Blue QX5 microscope and two Olympus consumer digital cameras,
a compact u740 and a large E-500 SLR. Both cameras were used with a small £20 tripod
and the specimen illuminated via a cheap halogen desk lamp. Younger children can be
pretty useless with adult auto-focus cameras and may need a lot of supervision.

10 x
Olympus E-500 DSLR with EX-25 Extension tube

Digital Blue QX-5
Olympus u740

5
mm
_____

The u740 compact camera

Th

The Olympus E-500 digital SLR
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The Canon 9950F flatbed scanner

Likewise a decent home office flatbed scanner has good depth of field and can create good
photographic enlargements, e.g. see images below from a Canon 9950F scanning in
standard reflection mode (not 35mm film scanning):

Canon 9950F film scanner

QX-5

Olympus E500 D-SLR

Avoid using the thinner LiDe type flatbed scanner models for imaging as they have a
limited depth of field and so are poor at scanning small 3D objects - although naturally they
are fine for very flat things like paper and 35mm film.
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Olympus E-500 D-SLR

Canon 9950F scanner

Digital Blue QX-5

A film scanning flatbed scanner scan also scan tissue sections on glass slides in
transmission mode as well as film, and does a far better job than the Digital Blue
QX-5 microscope:

60x

4,800 dpi

200x

Digital Blue QX-5

Canon 9950F flatbed scanner

Place small pieces of card at each end to support the glass slide. This prevents scratching
the glass platen of the scanner and also raises the specimen into the fixed focus area of the
scan head. Again younger children will need adult supervision to run the scanner software
and ensure that the scanner glass platen isn’t damaged.
Many microscopes can be adapted to attach your camera to photograph the view down the
microscope (see previous section, the Digital Blue QX-5). The camera is either fitted to
replace one of the eyepieces, or ideally to a special third port built just to take cameras.
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Microscopy on-line
There’s plenty of excellent microscopy related websites on-line aimed at home enthusiasts,
children and schools:

Main menu
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Optical Microscope Enthusiast Sites
Microscopy UK - thousands of microscopy related pages for kids & enthusiasts
www.microscopy-uk.org.uk
Ask-a-microscopist and list-server postings [with an electron microscopy bias]
www.microscopy.com
101Science.com's microscope pages for older school-kids & parents
www.101science.com/Microscope.htm
The Science for Fun website for older school-kids & parents
www.funsci.com/texts/index_en.htm
Schools website of the British Mycological Society
www.fungi4schools.org
Take the 'Micro-Bus' into the world of microscopes
www.microscope-microscope.org
The McCrone atlas of microscopic particles - many images are pay to view
www.mccroneatlas.com
Klaus Kemp's diatom & butterfly scale microscopy slides - to purchase
www.diatoms.co.uk
The Royal Microscopical Society
www.rms.org.uk
The Quekett Microscopical Society
www.quekett.org.uk
The Microscopical Society of America [MICRO for schools]
www.microscopy.org
Olympus Bioscapes site - Beautiful images from the microscope
www.olympusbioscapes.com

These links are copied from our ‘Links to External Web Sites’ web-pages.

Main menu
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The Optical Microscope
For details on how the modern microscope works and the history of its development see:

Molecular Expressions Microscopy Primer - a great site
www.microscopy.fsu.edu/primer/index.html
Modified Nikon and Olympus versions of above - also worth a look
www.microscopyu.com
www.olympusmicro.com
Olympus's 'basics of light microscopy' & glossary web pages
www.microscopy.olympus.eu/about_microscopy
www.microscopy.olympus.eu/Glossary
Download the Olympus Microscopy Basics and Optical Microscopy pdf files only
Zeiss's 'Microscopy from the very Beginning'
www.zeiss.com. Download the Zeiss Microscopy pdf file
Zeiss's 'The clean microsope', i.e. how to keep your microscope clean
Download The clean microscope pdf file
Microscopy & Analysis: "The premier [free] journal for all microscopists worldwide"
Microscopy and Analysis website
Read the latest copy on-line as a pdf: Microscopy & Analysis

These links are copied from our ‘Links to External Web Sites’ web-pages.

Main menu
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Buying for schools
Primary School teachers (ages 8 to 11)
Regarding specific microscopes for the UK, I would suggesting visit the websites of the
national suppliers to British schools - they know their microscopes, the school market [low
prices], and their user base [the kids]. Professional microscopists just wouldn't tolerate the
kit schools use and so often can't offer much useful up-to-date advice on particular budget
models. In the UK schools national suppliers would be the likes of:
www.gxoptical.com or
www.brunelmicroscopes.co.uk and www.educationalmicroscopes.co.uk
[The DM1 microscope and a selection of magnifying glasses]
I've found their help lines very useful for general advice of this sort – and although I've
used them for teenage secondary school-kids who want decent microscopes at home, they
will be clued up to Primary/Elementary school needs, although they will probably want to
sell you a budget microscope as well as a quality magnifying glass. They also offer free
demonstrations or models on approval for assessment at school. Americans should search
the US sites for similar school/home suppliers and they should provide excellent support
for the 'best' microscope for your children's age and price range.

The Brunel DM1 (Omano M185 in the US)
Plus our Royal Microscopy Society has microscope loan kits available for Primary schools
to borrow and they subsidise the purchase of microscopes for Primary schools. The RMS
recommend the cheap and basic DM1 x20 monocular microscope for looking at whole
objects. Although the similar DM5 has the LED light source, it is a binocular microscope
which can be a problem for very young Primary school kids, although the DM5 microscope
is adapted for a child’s use. The DM1 can be fitted with extras like an attachment for a
digital camera. In the USA, MICRO also recommends the same scope as the UK DM1
model, the key is to look for "model 185" which seems to remain constant even when the
importer's brand name changes.
The DM1 is a UK Brunel branded microscope, although in the US the Omano M185
monocular microscope at www.microscope.com is clearly the same microscope. The
Microscopy Society of America has a similar outreach program to the UK’s RMS, called
Project MICRO, and its web pages www.microscopy.org includes very similar
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advice, a reviewed booklist, and other resources3. MSA's regional societies (e.g. New
England) may have a few kits available for loan to teachers within their area. Battery LED
"booklights" suitable for DM1 sample illumination can be found on Amazon or you can use
a small bendy swan neck mains desk lamp, replacing the 20w halogen bulb with a 10w one.
Youngsters [under 10s] often have real problems using optical technology designed for
adults, and it's not just binocular eyepieces - give then a digital SLR or compact camera and
invariably the photos will be blurred and useless, even with 1 to 1 adult supervision.
Looking down a microscope they can have trouble finding the focus, even with a
monocular microscope, and will often tell you they see something when they can't
[probably in an attempt to get rid of you] - although when their face lights up you know
they have found it. Understanding the concept of "focus" isn't intuitive for youngsters.
You'll find advice on how to teach it in the booklet "Introducing Pre-Kindergartners to 'The
Private Eye'", published by Private Eye3.

The Mitoc DS300 digital microscope
It’s now very dated with only 640x480 pixels resolution and expensive, but the kids
like it and it’s robust. Hopefully higher resolution models will arrive soon.

Personally for home use I prefer video PC based microscopes that can be more fun for
younger kids and these can also give them a thing they love - the photo keepsake to paste
into their notebooks. Disadvantages: adults frown on the poor image quality, they will need
full adult supervision or demonstration unless ruggedised, and the CMOS chips/software
rapidly dates - no problem for home use as your kids get bored with them very quickly once
they have tried everything/done everything, but at school you want them to last for the next
few batches of kids coming along. The most successful microscope systems for kids under
10 I have seen in UK museum and national science centres are based around expensive
ruggedised [Perspex shielded] video camera microscopes with simple focussing.

3

With thanks to Caroline Schooley, Project MICRO Coordinator, Microscopy Society of America for the US
information here.
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There are PC USB2 or CCTV based cameras you can add to microscopes, although they
require a PC/TV. Plus there's the £300 DinoLite4 + Stand (never tried the range or the far
cheaper, and no doubt far nastier, £50 generic versions) and the £280 Motic DS300 or DS-2
PC based USB microscopes, all of which will probably be outside your budget (although
one for a small group in rotation will be more affordable). However the image quality of
the cheaper £100 DinoLite, Motic DS300 or DS-2 is little better than the obsolete £80
640x480 pixel Digital Blue QX-5 USB2 microscope (although an updated Digital Blue
QX-7 with 1280x1024 pixels and glass lenses was slated for production in early 2012).
However video microscopes are a bit of a distraction, so for Primary school classes the
monocular Brunel DM1 (Omano M185) is probably the best option for price and letting the
kids get involved hands on. Try one with your class on approval if you can.

Secondary School Science (ages 12 to 18)
For secondary school children [ages 12 to 18], the following pages are more suitable:
www.educationalmicroscopes.co.uk
Again, ask for models on approval and seek general advice from your educational
suppliers, local education authorities [LEAs] and other secondary science school teachers
in your area.
For older kids, compound biological microscopes require more thought in obtaining
suitable translucent flat specimens than stereo microscopes and some prepared slides sold
for schools can be rather uninspiring. However well looked after, properly mounted, slide
specimens can easily last 100+ years, so old school specimen slide collections should be
fine. Victorian slides from eBay are more for collectors, and can be relatively expensive
[£10 each], although they can also be of very high quality. Sadly youngsters and expensive
specimen slides don’t mix, with the objective crashing down on the slide being the prime
risk – fortunately the basic school microscope is designed with durability in mind so it
outlives the glass slides.
Often unstained samples look far better with phase contrast optics, but this is an expensive
optical add-on for a schools microscope and 3D structures such as salt or copper sulphate
crystals still look quite good with standard non-phase transmission illumination. Phase
contrast enhancement isn’t required for dye stained samples such as thin tissue sections or
cells, where the stain itself provides more than adequate contrast within the specimen
[under transmitted light illumination].
Older children [12+] should find the stereo [3D] binocular microscopes easier to use as
their eyes are wider apart and they have better mental concentration. Low power [up to 32x
magnification] is fine for stereo microscopes. Compound ones for glass slides benefit from
more expensive optics and higher magnifications up to 60x objectives [600x magnification]
or possibly 100x [1000x magnification] for sixth form.

4

I have used a similar video system to the DinoLite, the Keyence VHX series which was superb. Trouble is
the Keyence digital microscope system costs around £30,000 – it comes with it’s own PC in a suitcase and
does have a ‘54MP’ camera though.
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Most on-line advice is aimed at microscopes for primary school aged children [under 12s]
and sites such as science-active.co.uk and sciencespot.net don’t have so much for older
kids with microscopes. Plus the typical ‘student’ microscope made for schools [started by
the likes of Bausch & Lomb in the US and Signalling Equipment Ltd in the UK during the
1950s] have offered relatively basic imaging quality, concentrating instead on low
magnifying power, low price and high durability. However thanks to these basic
microscopes every schoolchild in the industrialised world has since been taught to use a
laboratory instrument capable of revealing microscopic things like cells and tissues
previously unseen by all except a few scientific elite.
For a few ideas visit the ‘Optical Microscope Enthusiast Sites’ links on previous pages.
Fortunately microscopists are a techie bunch like photographers and IT specialists so there
is a wealth of useful information on the internet. GCSE and A Level text books and
curriculum guides can also provide some ideas for microscope use in classrooms.

The GX Optical GXMDM and GXMDZM [£530] microscopes looks cool but it’s
expensive and the 3.5” TFT screen is low resolution. However, they can transfer images to
the PC at a more respectable 5MP. Never used them, but they look cool. Ideally try before
you buy. The GXMDM is a standard compound microscope for slides and the GXMDZM
is a zoom camera system for larger specimens such as insects and plant material.
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Preparing your own samples
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Buying vintage microscope slides from eBay
eBay.co.uk is a good source of professionally prepared glass slides of interesting
specimens and these cost typically £4 to £10 per slide. These slides were generally made
from the 1860s to the 1960s, and many Victorian ones can be of good quality as well
mounted specimens can easily last over a hundred years. Britain was an important
manufacturer of scientific slides and microscopes up until the middle 1960s and so plenty
of examples survive to today. You can also buy modern equivalents, but those cheaply
made for schools can be of variable quality. Below is a selection from my personal
collection, all purchased on eBay in the last few years.

A slide of polycystina [radiolarians], small amoeboid protozoans [zooplankton] that
produce beautiful internal silicon structures within the cell. This slide cost £10 including
postage. Similar slides of plant diatoms [phytoplankton] are more commonly available.

Although it looks quite good in standard wide-field [above], viewing through expensive
phase contrast optics further enhances the glass-like specimens [below].
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It can be interesting finding out more about the manufacturer of a vintage slide. The above
Polycystina slide was manufactured for W Watson & Sons [as stated on the label]. A quick
internet search shows that William Watson opened an opticians in London in 1837. In 1867
his business became Watson and Son, and in 1882 Watson and Sons.
The business became Watson and Sons Ltd in 1908. Therefore the polycystina slide was
made between 1882 and 1908, and would have been sold via their shop at 313 High
Holbern [also on the label]. Images of their shop and two factories are shown in their
promotional brochures of the day, and they manufactured optical devices such as
telescopes, cameras and microscopes.

Watson and Sons Ltd celebrated their centenary in 1937, as reported in Nature that year
[140, p844, Nov 13th]. The company ceased trading in the late 1960s.
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A few other vintage slides from eBay

Three sections from the wood in a pencil: Cedar wood. It is possible to repair the coverslip of
these slides if they get broken, although buying a replacement s/h slide might be easier..

The silk fibres in the cocoon of the tiger moth.
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A transverse section of the stem of the hop plant by ‘PC’made in 1891.

Insects: The gizzard of the cricket, a popular specimen in it’s time.
Again probably around a hundred years old.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dr Keith J. Morris
Updated: November 2013
Molecular Cytogenetics and Microscopy Core
The Wellcome Trust Centre for Human Genetics
The Old Road Campus, Oxford University
Roosevelt Drive
Oxford OX3 7BN
United Kingdom
Web-pages: http://www.well.ox.ac.uk/microscopy-core
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